
 

Name:                         Class: 3                   Date:  14.7.20           

Subject: English Literature                    

                        Topic: A Brave Boy’s Secret (Revision) 
1. Write the meaning of the following words:                                                      

a) Seem          b) Scary       c) Adventure       d) Darkness    e) Harmless 

f) Inky               g) Grand               h) Toughest              i) Tease 

               

2. Make meaningful sentences with the following words:                                   

a) Torch           b) Owl        c) Dark        d) Cry          e) Harmless 

 

3.  Re arrange the jumble letters to make meaningful words:                           
a) ghfriten    b) chedrea    c) fullytruth   d) prisedsur    e) redsca    f) nessdark                

       

4. Write the answer of the following questions briefly :                        

 

a) Write about Hasan? 

b) What was Hasan good at? 

c) How was the place of camping in the story ‘A brave boy’s secret’? 

d) With whom Hasan was sharing his tent? 

e) Who began to cry in the story ‘A brave boy’s secret’? 

f) From where was the sound coming in the story ‘A brave boy’s secret’? 

 

 

5. Fill in the blanks with suitable words: 

a) Hasan was a ___________________________________ boy. 

b) Hasan was good at ______________________________ work. 

c) Hasan was afraid of the _________________________. 

d) Hasan was going on a __________________________ trip. 

e) It was early evening when they finally ____their camping spot. 

 

6. Write true for ‘True’ statements and ‘False’ for false statements. If false 

write the correct statement: 
 

a) Hasan was bad at his school work. 

b) Hasan was good at sports. 

c) Hasan was not afraid of the dark. 

d) The camping spot was covered with small trees. 



 

e) Hasan was sharing his tent with Amit. 

f) Salman shone his torch through the opening tent. 

g) The noise was coming from a tiger. 

7. Choose the right answer:  

a) Hasan's _____ knew that he was afraid of the dark? 

     i) teachers     ii) friends     iii) parents     iv) tents  

b) Who was afraid of the dark?  

     i) Hasan     ii) Salman     iii) Hasan's parents     iv) The owl  

c) Who was the toughest boy in the class? 

     i) Salman    ii) Hasan    iii) Rayhan    iv) Alom 

d) Who was too shocked to reply? 

     i) Salman     ii) Hasan     iii) their teacher     iv) Hasan's parents  

e)"Hey, come on!" – Who said this? 

     i) Salman     ii) a teacher     iii) Hasan     iv) Arif 

f) What was there outside the tent?  

              i) cat     ii) a bird      iii) an owl    iv) a rat  

8. Matching 

 

A B 

a) Hasan was i. happy to have Salman with him. 

b) He was good ii. a smart boy. 

c) He was afraid iii. at school work. 

d) He felt scared iv. of the dark! 

e) He was very v. as he saw the tents. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Answer (Revision) 

1. Wordmeanings 

a) Seem- appear  

b) Scary- frightening 

c) Adventure- exciting experience 

d) Darkness- absence of light 

e) Harmless- safe 

f)   Inky- as black as ink 

g) Grand- great 

h) Toughest- very strong 

i)   Tease- make fun 

2. Make sentences 

a) Torch- I have a big torch. 

b) Owl- This is an owl. 

c) Dark- Hasan was afraid of the dark. 

d) Cry- Salman began to cry. 

e) Harmless- The owl was harmless. 

3. Re-arrange the jumble letters 

a) Frighten 

b) Reached 

c) Truthfully 

d) Surprised 

e) Scared 

f) Darkness 

4. Question’s answer 

a) Hasan was a smart boy. 

           b)  Hasan was good at school work and sports. 

           c) It was a beautiful green valley. 

           d) Hasan was sharing his tent with Salman. 

          e) Salman began to cry in the story ‘A brave boy’s secret’? 

          f) The sound was coming from an owl. 



 

5. Fill in the blanks: 

a) smart 

b) school 

c) dark 

d) camping 

e) reached 

6. True/False 

a) False.  

      Cor.ans- Hasan was good at his school work. 

b) True. 

c) False. 

     Cor.ans- Hasan was afraid of the dark. 

d) False. 

Cor.ans- The camping spot was covered with small tents. 

 

e) False. 

Cor.ans- Hasan was sharing his tent with Salman. 

 

f) False. 

Cor.ans-Hasan shone his torch through the opening tent. 

g) False. 

Cor.ans- The noise was coming from an owl. 

7. Choose the correct answer. 

a) iii- parents 

b) i- Hasan 

c) i- Salman 

d) ii- Hasan 

e) iii- Hasan 

f) iii- an owl 

8. a+ii 

b+iii 

c+iv 

d+v 

e+i 


